INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes recent progress in work to develop computationally efficient means for evaluating phase integrals of the form i A(s) exp(i f(s» ds (1) where A(s), f(s) are amplitude and phase factors, respectively, and D is a multiple dimension domain of either finite or infinite extent. Such integrals result from model formulations using Fourier transform methods or reciprocity integral/Green function methods. Numerical methods for evaluating such integrals are at the heart of computational models for most problems in ultrasonic radiation, transmission, and scattering. Work reported last year described an approach which sub-divides the integration domain, and expands the integrand amplitude and phase functions in piece-wise cubic polynomials for each successive dimension of integration. [1] The approach was demonstrated by an application to a two-dimensional integral modeling radiation from a transducer transmitting through a planar water-solid interface.
Work this year focused on developing the principles demonstrated last year for application to higher-dimensional integrals. Particular interest is in the evaluation of the four-dimensional integral representing time harmonic ultrasonic transmission through an arbitrarily curved interface, expressed acting at x' in kth direction in the solid, and I1jt is the normal to aperture surface T. The Green function can in turn be expressed as an integration over the water/solid interface x'
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P:k (x,x)= S(P:k (x,x)P,i (x,x)-p (x,x )P,i:k(x,x »ni dx (3) where pGF(X\X') is the Green function for an infinite body of water, and nj' is the normal to solid/water interface S. Using high-frequency asymptotic theory, the water/solid system Green function is approximated at the interface by Gct s i GFct s i ct s i s P:k (x ,x ),., ui:k (x,x )Ti (S(x ,x ,n »
where Uj:kGF"'(x'i) is the far field Green function for an infmite solid, a=L or T, and T;"'(8) is a function involving the plane wave transmission coefficient for incident angle e formed by (x s -xi). nS. Substitution of eq.(4) into eq.(3) leads to a result of the form Gctti fGcttsi .Gatsi s
where AkGa(xt,x'i) and f'«(xt,x',x j ) are amplitude and phase functions, respectively.
Specifically, the phase function is given by f''''(xt,xSi) = Ixs_Xil k'" + Ixs-xtl k W , where k'" , k W are time-harmonic wave numbers in the solid and water media, respectively. Substitution of the approximate Green function into integral representation for the transmitted field leads to the form
where Aill(xt) and rn(xt) are incident field amplitude and phase functions generated by the transducer. The surfaces and surface integrals are parameterized using x' = x'(S),S2)' xt = X t (S3,S4)' leading to a four dimensional integral of the form given by eq.(l). In certain cases, eq.(5) can be accurately evaluated using an asymptotic analysis, thus reducing the remaining numerical integration in eq.(6) from four dimensions to two. This will generally be the case for planar or convex surfaces, as was demonstrated in previous work. [1] [2] [3] However, when considering concave component surfaces, the asymptotic analysis of eq.(5) can fail due to conditions corresponding to focusing caustics in ray theory. The present development is intended to handle such cases.
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
As described in work presented last year, the domain D is sub-divided into sub-domains D n , with the objective of prescribing integrand approximations to each sub-domain which can be evaluated analytically. The theory described here differs from work presented last year in some significant aspects. In last year's work, the amplitudes and phase functions in each sub-domain integration were approximated by one-dimensional cubic polynomials in the integration variable for each successive integration dimension. As described in the twodimensional example in [1] , problematic cases are encountered with this approach when critical point contours intersect in the two-dimensional integration plane. Critical points are defmed as integration end points, points of stationary phase, or phase function inflection points. In the two-dimensional case, it was shown that the critical point contours could be analyzed, and means implemented in an algorithm to carry out cubic interpolation and integration over these critical point contours. However, it was determined in this year's development that this approach becomes practically intractable when extending the algorithm to four dimensions. The quadratic critical point contours encountered in the two dimensional example become three-dimensional quadratic hyper-surfaces in the fourdimensional problem. The algorithmic complexity which arises from a straight-forward extension of the approach demonstrated in [1] suggested further restrictions be placed on the underlying piece-wise approximation of phase.
In the present work, the phase function is assumed to be a four-dimensional quadratic over each integration sub-domain. This implies a phase function over each sub-domain having the form sum i,j = 1,4 (7) where coefficients fn, ft, ~j represent zero, first, and second derivatives of the quadratic phase function when evaluated at the s-coordinate origin. Restricting the phase to a quadratic implies that the critical point surfaces corresponding to stationary phase points (vanishing first derivatives) will be hyper-planes, rather than quadratic hyper-surfaces (inflection points are not encountered in a quadratic). The spatial range of validity of the quadratic approximation will be smaller than that of the cubic polynomial approximation, thus ultimately reducing the size and increasing the number of integration sub-domains required for numerical convergence. However, restriction to a quadratic approximation greatly simplifies the analysis of the intersection of critical point surfaces, thus enabling a tractable algorithm in four dimensions. 
Eq.(12) expresses the integral in terms of the special function L, which is in turn defined in terms of special functions K, J, and I defined here as L(zj,ZI4,Z13,ZI2,Z2 ,z24,z23,z3,z34,z4) = I;K(zl + z14 t,z13 ,z12 ,z2 +z24 t,z23,z3 +z34 t) exp(iz4 t + i t 2 )dt (13) K(zj, Z13,ZI2 ,z2 ,z23,z3) = I; J(ZI +Z13 t,ZI2,Z2 +Z23t) exp(iz3t+it2)dt
Using the above approach, the four dimensional phase integral is evaluated in terms of the special functions of eqs.(13-16). Computational efficiency and accuracy therefore is determined by the means employed to evaluate these special functions.
Evaluation of the functions of eqs.(13-16) is efficiently performed using asymptotic analysis for small Zjj , or for all finite values ofzjj with sufficiently large~. For example, it is seen by inspection that for IZkl~ co, k=1,2,3,4
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Cases for which eqs.(17-20) hold would most likely correspond to integration domain endpoints, at which the first derivative of phase is generally non-zero (i.e. edge diffracted fields). Another special case is when zk = zij = 0, i, j, k = 1,2,3,4, for which it is readily seen that
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The accuracy of eq.(34) has been adequate for most purposes. More accurate expressions to higher order are readily obtained.
Cases of large Z;j but moderate Zk , for which the above expansion fails, are handled by a generalization of the asymptotic expansion in eqs.(31-33). Such cases occur, for example, when the focal zone (caustic) of the field radiated by the transducer aperture T falls near the integration surface S at the water/component interface. Insight into the cause of failure of the asymptotic expressions is provided by considering contour integration on the steepest descent path from t = o. Convergence of the integrals defining functions I, J, K, and L is obtained to within some error E within a corresponding finite integration interval (0, tJ. The width of this interval is determined by the value of the exponential coefficients. The asymptotic expansion fails in cases where the series expansions in eqs.( 28-30) are not sufficiently valid over the interval (0, tE). To remedy this, the width of the interval over which the polynomial expansion must hold is reduced by breaking the integration into segments. The functions I, J, K occurring in the integrands of eqs.( 13-15) are approximated over a particular segment by a local polynomial expansion. The approach is outlined here for the evaluation of function 1. Application to functions K and L follow in the obvious fashion.
The function J is expressed as the sum ofM+ I segment integrals J(Zj, Z12,Z2) = Milf:m+lJ(ZI +z12t) exp(iz 2 t+it 2 )dt+ f~ I(zl +Z12 t) exp(iz2t+it2)dt
The values 1.. are specified to lie on the real t axis. Successive 1.. become either increasingly positive or negative, such that all steepest descent contours passing through the 1.. converge at infinity (i.e. successive tm move away from the saddle point). The integral over the mth segment is written 
The sub-interval width needed to maintain a specified numerical accuracy obviously scales inversely with Z12. Thus as ZI2 increases, the number of sub-intervals required for convergence increases. Sub-intervals are prescribed out to a value t M , where tM is large enough for the asymptotic evaluation of the semi-infinite integral in eq.(35) to hold. The value oftM is in tum seen to depend on the value of Z2. When ~ is sufficiently large, tM will lie sufficiently close to t = 0 for the asymptotic evaluation of eq.(31) to hold, thus eliminating the need for the generalized procedure. Application of the generalized asymptotic evaluation to functions K and L follow in similar fashion, with the polynomial representation of eq.(37) being replaced by corresponding representations for functions J and K using the derivatives of eqs.(29 and 30).
The methods discussed above for evaluation of the special functions are based upon steepest descent contour integration. Referring to eq.(9), it is possible that the steepest descent contours passing through the end points L and R will not converge at infinity. In such cases, the integration contours are joined by the steepest descent contour passing though the phase function saddle point. It is seen that the saddle point in s" denoted SIO(S2' S3' S4)' is defined over a three-dimensional volume, in like fashion to functions L, and R,. By restricting the phase function to a quadratic, the s, saddle point volume is linear. The contribution of slOe S2' S3 , S4) to the phases of the subsequent integration dimensions is thereby quadratic, and is treated in the same manner as the linear boundary functions L, and R,. Consideration of saddle point contributions in subsequent integration dimensions follows in corresponding fashion.
A final consideration is the special case of vanishing phase curvature gjj in eq.(ll). An obvious difficulty is observed when performing the integration variable scaling leading to eq.(12). This special case could be handled by, say, the scalingsj = gj Vj + gjj Vj (no sum on i, sum j>i), leading to an analysis in terms of special functions complementary to I, J, K, and L. However, a simpler approach has been implemented which, in studies thus far, appears to suffice for the numerical accuracy sought. It is noted when gjj vanishes that the semi-infinite integrals of eq.(ll) become unbounded, whereas the value sought as the difference of these semi-infinite integrals does not. It is observed in cases of vanishing phase curvature that imposing a small additional amount of curvature will adequately bound the values of the semi-infinite integrals, while having a negligible impact on the final result obtained by taking the difference of these integrals.
SUMMARY
An approach is under development for evaluation of four-dimensional phase integrals, for application to ultrasonic transducer radiation and transmission through curved component interfaces. The goal of the development is to exploit concepts fundamental to asymptotic methods of integral evaluation. Asymptotic integral evaluation as traditionally applied to purely analytic studies fails in problematic parameter ranges. The development presented here analyzes the causes behind these failures, and implements steps to circumvent these problems. The algorithm is constructed so as to handle non-problematic cases with the full efficiency of a straight-forward asymptotic analysis, while applying additional algorithmic steps in problematic regimes as needed. Convergence to the exact integral value is maintained in all cases. The above discussion outlined the elements and structure ofthe prototype algorithm developed for study and proof-of-concept. Work is on-going to implement the algorithm in existing ultrasonic measurement models.
